LESSON
OF 6

THREE BORDERS WITH MITERED CORNERS

Mitered borders of ombre fabric and two dark borders to frame a digitally-printed photo panel.

When adding multiple borders to a quilt where the corners will be
mitered, all three borders will be sewn together before adding them
to the panel.

Fabric:
•
•
•

One Starforest Quilts panel (www.starforestquilts.com), 27" x 33"
1 yd. Ombre fabric for Border 2
1¾ yd. Purple fabric for Borders 1 and 3, and binding
Cut border strips lengthwise to avoid piecing the borders.

Ironweed in the Fog
(Starforest Quilts)
Border 1:
Cut four strips of purple fabric: 2¼" x Width of Fabric (WOF).
For Border 1, measure the width and length of the panel.
Demonstration of how to calculate size to cut strips for mitered borders:
Mitered Border Cutting Formula:
Top and bottom borders = measured finished width of quilt + (2 times the finished width of border) +
2" for seam allowances and fudge factor.
Tip: If your measurements come up with odd numbers ( 1/8 s or 1/16 s), it is okay to round up to the
nearest ¼" or ½". It will waste a small amount of fabric but it will make it easier to cut your strips to
length.
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1. Width of quilt ___26¾"___ + (2 x 1¾") + 2" = ___31¼" or ½ = 15 5/8".
2. Cut two strips lengthwise (along the selvage) for Border 1 to the calculated width of your top
and bottom borders.
3. Side borders = finished length of quilt + (2 times the finished width of border) + 2" for seam
allowances.
4. Length of quilt ___327/8"___ + (2 x 1¾") + 2" = ___38 3/8" or ½ + 19¼"
5. Cut two strips lengthwise (along the selvedge) for Border 1 to the calculated length of your side
borders.
6. Set these borders aside until we have calculated the sizes of Borders 2 and 3.
Tip: Use the finished width and length measurements from the preceding border to calculate
Borders 2 and 3. See the measurements in red font from Border 1 as the starting measurements in
Border 2.
Border 2:
1. Cut six strips 3¼" of ombre fabric for Border 2. This fabric only measured 42" so you need to
cut two additional strips to piece the purple ends of the ombre to fit the length of the quilt.
2. Width of quilt ___31¼"_____ + (2 x 2¾") + 2" = __38¾" or 1/2 = 19 3/8".
3. Cut two strips for Border 2 to the calculated width of your top and bottom borders.
4. Length of quilt __38 3/8"___ + (2 x 2¾") + 2" = _____45 7/8" or 23 (round up).
5. Cut two strips for Border 2 to the calculated length of your side borders. You will need to piece
the borders for the length. Find a spot on the purple end where the coloring is very similar. Make
sure you add on at least 6 inches – you don’t want the seam to be in the miter. Then measure
for the length from the purple end of the ombre strip to cut the strip.
Border 3:
1. Cut four strips 4" wide for Border 3. Start with the finished measurements from Border 2 to
calculate the size to cut the strips for Border 3.
2. Width of quilt ___38¾" __ + (2 x 3½") + 2" = __47¾" or ½ = 23 7/8".
3. Cut two strips for Border 3 to the calculated width of your top and bottom borders.
4. Length of quilt ___45 7/8"__ + (2 x 3½") + 2" = ____547/8" or 27½" (round up).
5. Cut two strips for Border 3 to the calculated length of your side borders.
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Lay out the three borders alternating the ombre colors where they come together in the corners. Two
opposite corners will be purple and the other two will be light gray.
Sewing Borders 1, 2, and 3 together:
1. Before sewing the borders together, lay out the panel
and the borders. Two corners should have the purple
coming together in opposite corners, and the other two
corners should have the light gray coming together.
2. Fold each of the three borders in half and mark the
centers with straight pins. Align the centers of Border 1
and Border 2, pin in place starting in the center and work
toward the ends of the strips. Sew the strips together
with ¼" seam allowance.
3. Sew Border 3 to the Border 1 and 2 unit, aligning the
centers of each strip in the same manner. Press the
seam allowances toward the outer border. Repeat this
procedure for the other three border units.
Attaching the borders to the panel:
1. On each corner of the panel, draw a mark ¼" from each end. There should be a ¼" square in
each corner of the panel.
2. Fold a border unit in half and mark with a pin in Border 1. Fold the edge of the quilt in half and
mark it with a pin. Pin the border unit to the panel, starting in the center and working toward
the corners. Using a ¼" seam allowance, start sewing ¼" from the corner and end ¼" from the
next corner. Do not sew through the ¼" seam allowance. Sew the other three border units to the
panel in the same manner. Press the seam allowances toward the outer border.
Now we are ready to miter the corners.
Demonstration of mitering the corner.
1. Lay quilt top wrong side up on the table with the borders one on top of the other at the corner.
Align the 45° line on your 24" ruler on the seam line used to attach the border unit to the panel.
Put your marking pencil in the last stitch in the corner of the panel and draw a line to the edge of
the border unit. Reverse the borders. Lay the 45° line on the ruler on the adjoining seam to draw
the stitching line on the corner of the other border unit.
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2. Fold quilt on the diagonal, right sides together. Use a positioning pin to align the seam joints
of the borders, making sure the pin goes through the drawn lines on both border units. Pin in
place. To sew the miter, start at the panel edge and sew to the corner on the drawn line.
3. Press seam open. Before trimming away the extra fabric in the corner, use your ruler to make
sure the corner is square. If the corner is flat and square, trim the seam allowance to ¼".
(For more information on mitered corners, see the AQS Let’s Quilt Class 5: Appliqué and Ruching)

Your quilt is now ready to be quilted.
Quilting ideas:
• Panel – Use a vine design that
compliments the photo image.
• Borders – Choose designs that come
together in the corners to highlight the
beautiful miters you have stitched.
• Binding – Cut 2¼" purple strips to equal at
least 222 inches for double-fold binding.
(For more information on binding, see the AQS
Let’s Quilt Class 1: Nine-Patch that demonstrates
sewing the binding to the quilt.)
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